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Background on Rick Rowland, Power-Link & 
the Proof Of Play Technology

First a little about myself.   I was literally born into radio as my father was a station owner 
in Florida and Georgia.  I have spent my earlier years performing about every job there is in 
radio including on air, engineering, management, and even traffic. 

In the early 90s when computerized automation was emerging, I, while operating a 
station in Naples, FL, realized a need for software that would “bridge the gap” between traffic 
and automation.  Having written that for myself, I soon had engineers calling me for the same. 
 Then Columbine Systems contacted me telling me of the need for a reconciliation component.  

After having served the industry for about 18 years as Power-Link Software Systems 
including nearly 6,000 radio and 400 TV stations in North America, Europe and South Africa, I 
am currently supporting about 1,000 stations for "advanced playlist creation”, daily commercial 
reconciliation and media readiness via an add on application, “Media Check”.   I was recently 
granted a US patent on reconciling commercials and initiating interactivity from real time data.  

The above unique work has allowed me to work with various players in radio to 
create solutions the "various objectives" that have been proposed.   Sarbanes-Oxley 
compliance has been a considerable proponent for my work.  In fact in 2003 I was made 
a court recognized expert witness  ( http://courts.state.de.us/opinions/
(ukvanlrgmf02qcmxync3lr55)/download.aspx?id=94730 ) from page 28 of this court 
document…

This was an interesting case of convincing a court that 2 million dollars of fraudulent 
billing was never aired and was put there to elevate the sale price of the station by 14 
million dollars.  Dave Scott was the witness for our defeated opponents.
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Fast forwarding to 2009.  I get a call from a long time client of mine telling me that they 
found that a late night DJ is playing his own commercials by turning down the output of 
the automation and playing his spot over it.  Using the standard methods of reconciling 
with the automation’s asplay file, this generates a data trail that shows no foul play.  So 
the question was “what could we design to catch such a situation?”  Actually this 
was not the first time a broadcast corporation had asked me about this..

After proposing a technical solution (that naturally got tweaked several times 
during development) I entered into a 3 year contract to build a system that would 
effectively watch the real time flow of on air data from their automation system and 
take smart actions accordingly.  More on the technical specifics are here->  
http://www.proofofplay.com/docs/POP%20Compliancy%20Oct%202012.pdf. 

At the end of the three years of development (about $750k spent) this system 
was running 24/7 on KLVE-FM in LAX.  For the 2012 NAB it was setup also at KSOC-
FM in DFW with whom we demonstrated live and instant ad clearance and pushing 
out ad and buyer specific interactivity to a smart device allowing the listener to interact 
with the advertiser’s calls to action - during and after the ad had aired.   

While showing this technology at conventions I learned of a huge problem for 
radio that our advertisers had been dealing with and that many do not realize.  Some ad 
buyers who were excited that we *know who the buyer is* told me of the buyer 
ambiguity that exist in radio that prevents them from calculating their return on 
investment.   The problem relates to Media Monitors and how they don’t know who the 
buyer is and how that “bad data” manifest itself in inconclusive reporting.

Understandably this technology was noticed by people in the industry who 
wrestle to work with the ambiguous data that is currently the norm.  So the list of people 
who have contacted me is a bit of a bullet list of decision makers who are looking to 
elevate radio’s metrics in the eyes of the buyers.  Linked here is a document “Inquiries 
of POP 1-4-13.pdf”  which was a briefing on the subject of who has contacted me and 
generally what was their interest and comments were.  

A REAL DEMONSTRATION USING KLVE’S DATA:

One of the most enthusiastic people to have seen the system is Bruce Supovitz 
of Arbitron, who at the 2012 convention, was looking for a solution to the ambiguous 
data that he works with from Media Monitors.  For his demonstration after the NAB 
show,  I used a McDonalds campaign running on KLVE that was currently being aired 
by a network buy as well as a local ad agency.  

For Bruce’s needs it took me all of 30 seconds to build a query in our system that 
performed what he needed.  As seen below, a Media Monitors report would have given 
a list of simply “McDonalds” that looks like the below list.  (which is ALL of the 
McDonalds activity for 6/9/12 for KLVE - the local campaign along side the network’s 
ads.  Also Arbitron sent us PPM listener data for a prior month and we simply used it for 
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the month of October 2012 for KLVE, we were able to show him that even if the PPM 
data were real time, we could apply it as the commercials played.  It was simply another 
column in the below screen showing the AQH listeners for that 15 minute time period.
 

�

But now requiring the word NTWRK in the search criteria. . .  .

�

Instantly gave him the data of interest!

�
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Granted, there were probably a half dozen other ways within our query’s potential to get 
to these results but it clearly illustrates the point our reconciled results of airplay activity 
can produce the data that is in need in the industry.  

Our ability to differentiate between the various ad buyers to date has been the 
overwhelming interest of the Proof Of Play technology.  Talking to people who place ads 
nationwide, they are convinced that they, the advertisers would pay for such a service. 

Speaking to the owners of Ad Results Inc, learned of the *behind the scenes* needs 
and processes that are currently being performed manually that the POP technology 
could significantly improve and automate as it pertains to the verification of live read 
endorsements.   To this subject, there is much to be discussed and is beyond the scope 
of this email.  

One of the facts of this technology is that when an ad hits the air - our system has 
already reconciled back to the line on the program log, this allows us to know a lot of 
important data about that event now airing.  At this point we know everything from the 
program log about this event and everything captured in the data burst from the 
automation system.  Then we turn to the “call to action” data base to get even more!

Typically what is known by the time an event begins airing:
1.  The buyer (both spelled out as text and the referential value of them in the traffic 
system)

2.  The product and it’s competitive code 

3.  ISCI or AdID information

4.  Expected duration (we typically get this from both traffic and automation - and warn 
if they are different) 

5.  Contracted time range (and ability to warn in real time of breaches) 

6.  The automation’s description of the event (again warning the broadcaster if it has NO 
similarity to traffic’s description)

7.  Once the event has aired, we then generate a hash value for the audio of the 
expected duration and compare this to prior and subsequent airings of what should be 
the same and report to personnel when errors are discovered.  

8.  From a subsequent data query we would also know the desired “calls to action” 
based on (1) the cut airing and (2) the buyer of that cut.  This is a smart method that 
allows either the automation data or a combination of traffic & automation to trigger 
particular calls to action.  
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This is some of the additional “buyer specific” data acquired in real time when an event 
begins to air.

�

So what does having all of this “real-time data” enable us to do?  

1.   Clear ads in real time, potentially pushing out "clearance transactions” to buyers & 
networks in real time containing the referential data that their system (CounterPoint?) 
will need to clear these events.  This ability could also enable a more real time billing 
capability.
2.   Push out interactivity that is specific to the buyer (as opposed to the other 
technologies that simply add the interactive data to the cut in the automation.)
3.   Push out interactivity that is specific to the product type (EG: All beer ads could 
have a “please drink responsibly” pushed out)
4.   Push out messages in a pre-roll type manner.   EG: A 30 minute “heads up” 
notification to a call center that their ad is expected in 30 minutes on the network / 
station.   Also 5 or 10 minutes before an ad airs, a “teaser line” could be pushed 
out.   EG: pushing out “In 5 minutes learn how to save 15% on car insurance” to an 
RDS or station application.
5.   Warn if something changes - EG: If audio has value changes but ISCI code did not, 
or vice versa if ISCI code changed but audio did not.  We have actually determined 
about 6 dozen logical case scenarios that we can warn about using the three way 
observation of the scheduled data,  the automation’s realtime data, the inventory data 
(more on this later) and the audio’s hash value.
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As you can imagine what I have pointed out above, if implemented substantially 
in the industry could have a profound impact on radio’s ability to compete with other 
mediums that currently are viewed as a better way to judge the buyers’ ROI as clearly 
stated here ->  http://www.radioink.com/Article.asp?id=2704163&spid=42139  and here 
->  http://www.radioink.com/article.asp?id=2590909  where they finish by saying “its all 
about ROI”..  

To market this technology its been broken down into three areas “Services for 
Advertisers”, “Services for Broadcaster” and “Interactive”.   Our vision is create a 
compliancy with benefits and new revenues for both the advertiser and the 
broadcaster.  There are many tentacles of features and services that can also spring 
from this.  I have posted some more PDF files at http://ProofOfPlay.com/docs and also 
pushed a video up to Vimeo on the “sound proof” routine as this feature is answer for 
the broadcaster’s original request of catching some coving their commercials see the 
short clip at -> https://vimeo.com/80924278 .

Some Screen shots of the technology in action…
Live air activity showing real time reconciled “as scheduled” along side “as aired”.
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A mock station app rolling calls 
to action across the screen as 
the ad airs. We actually wrote 
this iPhone app but we 
envision supplying existing 
apps via an API to supply 
these “calls to action”.

Building a simple query as seen below. . . 
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Can provide an advertiser with a live report showing up to the moment activity and 
clearance of prior ads.

Due to the reconciliations instant knowledge the fields of data that are available are able 
to return rich and solid reporting
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Frequently a labor intensive task, the clearance of network affiliations becomes a snap.

not only more accurate but potentially in real time as well.

The above was performed with a simple query.
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When a Call to Action (CTA) is created, it is created potentially using a proven query 
that affects the desired events and advertiser.

Then the various Calls To Action values are keyed in.

Of course this list of actions is dynamic and can be expanded to push out any kind of 
data to receivers that are only bound by our imagination!
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